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Virtual Session Reminders

• Make sure that your audio is muted.

• Use the “chat” function to send comments/questions throughout the 
presentation.

o Send to “All Participants” so that we can be most responsive to your questions.

• Please place resource links that are pertinent to the discussion in the chat box 
so that we can share the information after the session ends.

• This presentation is available upon request.

• Visit the Data Practices page of MNAFEE’s EC Administration website.
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http://ecadmin.wikidot.com/data-practices


Session Notes

• We are focusing more on the world of data in early childhood education rather 
than the technical components.

• On some slides you may see these icons,          or           , which highlight:
= a topic/issue where we may want to examine our attitudes/perspectives.

= a potential strategy or process for data work. 

• We encourage you to work to make your world of data fun and collaborative. 

• Proceed at your own pace. Data is ongoing work. If something seems very 
relevant to your work, you may want to dig into the information further. 
o If it is a state requirement, then proceed at our pace! 
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• What are you looking forward to learning today?

• What questions did you bring to today’s presentation?

• Do you have a project you’re currently working on where you would like to 
brainstorm with others?

• Are you facing a challenge in the district where you think you might be able to 
use data to help turn the tide?

• Were you aware of the Regional Information Management Consultants before 
today? If so – how did you hear about them?

• Post on IdeaBoardz

Our questions for you….

https://ideaboardz.com/for/2022%20Fall%20MnAFEE%20Session/4707963


Ten Minnesota Commitments to Equity

1. Prioritize equity. 

2. Start from within. 

3. Measure what matters. 

4. Go local. 

5. Follow the money. 

6. Start early. 

7. Monitor implementation of standards. 

8. Value people. 

9. Improve conditions for learning. 

10. Give students and families options. 
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Goals:

• Gain an understanding of the role of 
data throughout our work.

• Provoke planning for ways data will 
help you (and your team) understand 
and guide the role of data in your work.

• Gain awareness of approaches, 
concepts, resources, and strategies.

Agenda:

1. Embrace the role of data in our 
work.

2. Explore ways data helps us 
understand, plan, and improve.
• Use tools to help us organize our data 

efforts.

3. Ensure data is part of everyday, 
intentional practice.

Agenda and Goals
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1. Awareness: Understanding data and its role in our world;

2. Access: Understanding how to identify and appropriately use data;

3. Engagement: Evaluating, analyzing, organizing, and interpreting data;

4. Management: Planning and managing data, including organization and analysis, 
data storage, sharing data, and documentation;

5. Communication: Synthesizing, visualizing, and representing data;

6. Ethical Use: Identifying diversified data sources, in particular data from human and 
social activity, considering the risks and issues implicit in the use of such data;

7. Preservation: Being aware of long-term practices of storing, using, and reusing data.

Elements of Data Literacy Models

Data Informed Learning

https://asistdl.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/pra2.2015.1450520100108


Embracing the Role of Data
1. Acknowledging and valuing data in the world of early education.

• Developing a shared understanding about data.

• Acknowledging ways we currently use data.

2. Deepening our engagement with data.

• Exploring ways data helps in our work.

9/22/2021 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 8

Part I: Awareness, Access, and Engagement
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Acknowledging Data in Our World

Education Data 101

https://dataqualitycampaign.org/resource/education-data-101-2021/


Data in Our World: An Indispensable for Early Education

Indispensables for Quality Pre-K

https://qualitypre-k.earlysuccess.org/origins-of-these-statements/
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Data in Our World: In Frameworks and Models

National P3 Center

https://nationalp-3center.org/p-3-framework/
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Data in Our World: Seeing the System

Big Data in Education

https://educationaltechnologyjournal.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s41239-020-00223-0


Embracing the Role of Data
1. Acknowledging and valuing data in the world of early education.

• Developing a shared understanding about data.

• Acknowledging ways we currently use data.

2. Deepening our engagement with data.

• Exploring ways data helps in our work.

9/22/2021 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 13

Part I: Awareness, Access, and Engagement



A Broad, Practical View of Data
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Data:
Information collected for use.

- Cambridge Dictionary

Information:
Knowledge gained through study, communication, research, instruction, 
etc.; factual data. 

- Dictionary.com 

Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov
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• Informed learning emphasizes “learning” as an outcome of 
engaging with information. 

• Authors introduce data informed learning as an approach to 
data literacy that shifts the focus from acquiring generic data-
related skills to learning how to use data in contexts.

Data + Information = Data Informed Learning

Data Informed Learning

In what ways do you use data in your everyday life?

https://asistdl.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/pra2.2015.1450520100108
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What are some ways we currently collect and use data?

• To see how registration is going.

• To determine if we have funds to purchase classroom equipment.

• To assess staff compensation.

• To assess and address a problem. 

• To assess and/or monitor performance (budgets, classrooms, policies, practices, 
programs, staff, students, etc.).

• To gather and report required information to MDE, or other organizations (based on 
funding/program requirements).

Data as Information Collected for Use – Current Practice
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Examples of ways we intentionally use data:

• Decision making

• Ethics, equity

• Monitoring

• Program improvement, enhancements

• Accountability or compliance

• Respond to needs, goals

• Identifying/analyzing problems, needs, etc.

• Collaborative approaches/solutions.

We are Intentional about How We Use Data
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What data do you and your staff collect? 
• Who is collecting data and what is being collected?

• When is data collected? Is it ongoing?

• Why is it collected?

What data does your program collect (and manage/record)?
• Required (participant data, class data, etc.)? 

• Home visiting data? School transition data? Behavioral? 

How do you use, or plan to use, the data?
• Evaluation (staff, program, goals, initiative, etc.)?

• Planning?

• Compliance or monitoring?

Understanding Your Current State of Data Collection and Use



Embracing the Role of Data
1. Acknowledging and valuing data in the world of early education.

• Developing a shared understanding about data.

• Acknowledging ways we currently use data.

2. Deepening our engagement with data.

• Exploring ways data helps in our work.

9/22/2021 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 19

Part I: Awareness, Access, and Engagement
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What are some data/information we wish we had?

• For children?

• For parents?

• For classroom teachers?

• For program supervisors/administrators?

• For district and community leaders?

• For state leaders and representatives?

Moving Something from the Unknown to the Known



What does the structure of our day look like?

EduSnap quantifies how children experience 
their classrooms. 

Employing 25 codes, EduSnap provides an in-
depth look at how children experience 
activity settings (e.g. Whole Group, Small 
Group, Transitions), content areas (e.g. 
Literacy, Science, Math), student learning 
approaches (e.g. Collaboration, 
Metacognition), and teaching approaches 
(e.g. Didactic, Scaffolds).

*The charts on the left are from Adam Holland’s 
presentation at a P3 Principal Leadership Series 
session.

How Children Experience Activity Settings - EduSnap

https://getedusnap.com/
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Why do we monitor registration?

• To determine if a class will run.

What are some additional reasons to monitor/analyze registration?

• To help make staffing decisions.

• To see who is registering for what.

• To identify gaps in registration.

• To bring awareness to a need for further exploration/analysis.

Identifying Various Layers/Purposes/Roles of Data
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0-4 Census Data Reporting
Requirement: Districts are required to submit the number of children ages 0-4 as of 
September 1, of each year, who are residing in their district as of October 1. Reporting 
deadline is 11/30.

One Data Requirement, Multi-Purposed (example)

Meet state requirement Exceed state requirement

Approach: Use 
kindergarten averaging 
method. Submit numbers.
Purpose: funding 
requirement.

Approach: Maintain 
comprehensive 0-4 database.
Purpose: funding 
requirement and to support 
program operations and 
performance.
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What and how do we prioritize?

• How is data connected to our values and goals?
o Closing achievement gaps, equity, kindergarten success, family engagement, etc.?

o Strategic plans, mission statements, yearly goals, World’s Best Workforce, etc.

• What data is required (district, funding source, state, etc.)?
o ECFE needs assessment, MCCC, 0-4 Census, Screening, VPK, funds from a grant, etc.

• How does data benefit students/participants?

• How do we balance depth and breadth of data?

Being Intentional and Strategic – Clear Priorities
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Gathering and Collecting Data – Clear Processes

What Works Clearinghouse

How do you decide what data to collect?
• Is it data you are generating, accessing, 

adapting, etc.?

How do you determine what type of data is best 
suited for your needs?

• Building, assessing, informing, monitoring, 
problem-solving, accountability, 
performance, efficiency, effectiveness, etc.

How do you determine the quality of the data?
• What are reliable sources?

Who are the data experts throughout your 
system?

• Build the system. What can others do for
you?

https://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/


We Collect a Variety of Data from Various Sources

9/17/2020 26

Student Non-
Academic/ 

Demographic Data
- Ed-Fi and MARSS 

entry data .
- Enrollment trends.
- Transportation.
- Attendance.
- Food security.
- Housing Security.
- Health Security.
- Program

participation

Perception Data
- MDE Family 

Survey.
- Community Needs 

Assessment.
- Observations.
- Focus groups.
- Parent-Teacher 

conference 
reports.

- Local ECFE class
survey

Student Academic 
Data

- Screening
- VPK/SRP 

Measuring Impact. 
- School Readiness

pre and post.
- Formative 

assessments.
- Work samples.
- MN Common 

Course Catalog.
- P/T Conference 

Reports

Program, Process, 
and Policy Data

- Community Needs 
Assessment.

- VPK/SRP Annual 
Program Survey.

- Program
evaluation data.

- Leadership 
Capacity. 

- Mapping/analyzing  
system continuity.

- Gap analysis.
- Policy impact

Fidelity Data
- Fidelity of 

implementation 
(self-assessed 
using P3 
framework).

- Measures of 
commitment to 
students, families, 
staff, school, 
community and 
profession.

Examples of Data Types and Sources
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Data Submissions and Data Reports – State Level

Data Submissions

Reports in the Data Center

Data Reports and Analytics
Early Childhood Longitudinal Data System (ECLDS)
Maps
Minnesota Report Card
Safe Learning Model Data
Schools, Districts and Teachers at a Glance
Schools and Organizations (MDE-ORG)
Secure Reports
Statewide Longitudinal Data System (SLEDS)
Statewide Longitudinal Data System (SLEDS) Secure Reports

https://education.mn.gov/MDE/dse/datasub/
https://education.mn.gov/MDE/Data/
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State Level Data – example 

Statewide, what are average expenditures in each program?
• How could this help with your budgeting process?
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Monitoring registration involves the element of time (which can be a data 
element), but we want to expand our analysis to learn more.

1. Why does someone register for an ECFE class? Preschool class? Or choose a 
child care center?

• What are our program goals? How does this determine the data we seek/use?

2. How do we know if a child will experience a successful/challenging transition 
to kindergarten?

• What is the transition to kindergarten? Do we have information/data on transitions? Do 
we have supports in place for children who may struggle with this transition?

Awareness of the Role of Data – Chaining/Connecting



Early Learning is a Path to Equity – CPS Study
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In 2013-14, Chicago Public Schools, implemented several changes to the 
policies governing its pre-kindergarten application and enrollment 
process. Two policy changes that were central to the school district’s 
strategy focused on increasing access to full-day pre-k for high-priority 
student groups:

• Increasing the overall number of full-day pre-k classrooms 
within school buildings, and 

• Intentionally placing those full-day pre-k classrooms in 
neighborhoods with a large proportion of age-eligible, high-
priority children and historically low rates of enrollment in 
CPS pre-k. 

https://consortium.uchicago.edu/publications/a-path-to-equity


A Path to Equity – CPS Study
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Does the geographic placement of full-day pre-k classrooms 
within a school district matter? 

“Geographic placement of full-day pre-k 
matters not only for more equitable pre-k 
access and enrollment, but also for academic 
outcomes in early elementary school.”

A Path to Equity

https://consortium.uchicago.edu/publications/a-path-to-equity
https://www.norc.org/PDFs/Pre-K/NORC_Path%20to%20Equity%20Brief_Final.pdf


A Path to Equity – CPS Study
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A Path to Equity – CPS Study

IMPLICATIONS:

• Prioritize policies and funding that provide more full-day pre-k classrooms close to where 
historically underserved students live. 

• Implement targeted strategies to improve families’ awareness of pre-k options and 
motivation to enroll their child in pre-k to help ensure that more high-priority students are 
able to benefit from the pre-k opportunities available to them. 

• Monitor patterns in data and engage in research partnerships to continuously examine 
changes in pre-k access and enrollment and in elementary school outcomes for different 
student groups. Focus on changes that occur as new policies are being implemented in 
order to assess whether they are achieving intended goals. 

• Consider other key policies beyond access to pre-k, such as those that support preschool-
to-3rd grade instructional alignment, restorative or inclusive school discipline policies, and 
reduction of poverty and violence, in efforts to address the inequities in students’ early 
academic achievement. 

11/3/2022 33
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Embracing the Role of Data

• Creating a shared understanding about data and its role.

• Valuing and prioritizing data.

• Deepening our engagement with data.

o Making connections

Key Points from Part I



Embedding Data in Practice
1. Use the ecosystem to help organize our data explorations.

• Seeing connections

2. Mapping and back-mapping as a foundational tool.

• Enhancing your understanding of data systems.

3. Research to Practice: Ecosystem as a framework.

9/22/2021 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 35

Part II: Engagement and Management
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Exploring Ecosystems in Indiana

The focus of this study was to be able 
to see the ecosystem (relationships 
and dependencies) that exists in large 
datasets, and to enable the users to 
make sense of and navigate through 
these large datasets. 

Data in Our World: Seeing Connections

Exploring Ecosystems in Indiana

https://hammer.purdue.edu/articles/thesis/EXPLORING_ECOSYSTEMS_IN_INDIANA_S_EDUCATION_AND_WORKFORCE_DEVELOPMENT_USING_A_DATA_VISUALIZATION_DASHBOARD/12249728
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Curriculum (re)design – Example of Organizing Information

What kinds of knowledge, skills, attitudes and values are 
necessary to understand, engage with and shape a 
changing world towards a better future in 2030?

How can policies and practices be transformed effectively 
to support young people’s learning and well-being in the 
context of changing societies and economies?

Curriculum (re)design, OECD

https://www.oecd.org/education/2030-project/contact/brochure-thematic-reports-on-curriculum-redesign.pdf
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Using the Ecosystem Approach as a Guide

11/3/2022

The OECD Education 2030 ecosystem approach to 
curriculum analysis reflects the scope and complexity 
of systems that interact, build upon and influence one 
another, which have an impact on an individual’s 
development through life. The model recognizes the 
interactions between system levels, the students and 
their environments, and how these affect student 
learning. At the broadest macro-level, cultural and 
societal beliefs about the purpose of education are 
overarching influences that have an impact on 
curriculum design, implementation and student 
learning. 

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/97ad0092-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/97ad0092-en
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Learning Ecosystem

An ecosystem for understanding learning. The idea of 
the ecosystem has been taken up within the social 
sciences and learning as a way to understand how the 
many pieces of the human experience fit together. 

More recently, the term learning ecosystem has been 
used as a way to describe how different components 
interact within a learning environment.

EdTech Center, World Education

https://edtech.worlded.org/what-is-a-learning-ecosystem/
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STEM Learning Ecosystem

Office of Elementary and Secondary Education

https://oese.ed.gov/2015/11/communities-come-together-to-support-stem-education/
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Finding Ways to Connect and Make Meaning



Embedding Data in Practice
1. Use the ecosystem to help organize our data explorations.

2. Mapping and back-mapping as a foundational tool.

• Enhancing your understanding of data systems.

3. Research to Practice: Ecosystem as a framework.

9/22/2021 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 42

Part II: Engagement and Management



Mapping and backmapping as a tool

• Backmapping, Backward Design, and Understanding by Design are similar.

• Traditionally, we use forward design:

o How to teach the content (consider learning activities)                   assessments developed 
around learning activity                   draw connections to the learning goals of course.

o Start with learning goals

• Root Cause Analysis: Root cause analysis (RCA) is the process of discovering 
the root causes of problems in order to identify appropriate solutions. RCA 
assumes that it is much more effective to systematically prevent and solve for 
underlying issues rather than just treating ad hoc symptoms and putting out 
fires.  - from Tableau

11/3/2022 43

https://www.tableau.com/learn/articles/root-cause-analysis


Prioritizing – Backmapping using District Goal

11/3/2022 44



Systems Approach for Better Education Results (SABER)

45

What Matters Most for Early Childhood Development: A Framework Paper, The World Bank, Systems Approach for Better Education Results (SABER)

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/20174


Mapping Examples – “A picture is worth…”
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Investing in Our People - Singapore U.S. Education System – Basic Structure

https://www.psd.gov.sg/heartofpublicservice/our-institutions/investing-in-our-people/
https://www.nap.edu/read/24904/chapter/4#10
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Mapping State Reporting (examples)

ECFE
EE Enrollment
MCCC
Needs Assessment

EC Screening
ECE Outcomes

School Readiness
EE Enrollment
MCCC

0-4 Census
0-4 Census Online Data Submission System

VPK
ECE Outcomes

PELSB
STAR (STaff
Automated Reporting)

Financial
UFARS Reporting
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How is Data Managed in My Organization? Example

SMART Finance

SIS
Student Information 
Systems

Registration
Online registration 
system

Financial
Financial 
management system

HR
Human Resources 
Systems

SynergyEleyo SMART HR

Payment System

Communication 
System

Aesop for 
Substitutes

Student/Program
Management system 
for evaluation.

InSight Student 
performance

Program 
management or 

performance 

ClassDojo for 
classroom
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Managing Data – State Reporting (example continued)

ECFE
EE Enrollment
MCCC
Needs Assessment

EC Screening
ECE Outcomes

School Readiness
EE Enrollment
MCCC

0-4 Census
0-4 Census Online Data Submission System

VPK
ECE Outcomes

PELSB
STAR (STaff
Automated Reporting)

Financial
UFARS Reporting

SIS
Student Information 
Systems

Registration
Online registration 
system

Financial
Financial management 
system

HR
Human Resources 
Systems

Relevant K-12 Data
Kindergarten attendance
3rd Grade Literacy
PD Plans
World’s Best Workforce



St. Louis Ecosystem Map
5011/3/2022

Clark-Fox Family 
Foundation

https://clarkfoxstl.com/mapping/child-well-being/


Embedding Data in Practice
1. Use the ecosystem to help organize our data explorations.

2. Mapping and back-mapping as a foundational tool.

• Enhancing your understanding of data systems.

3. Research to Practice: Ecosystem as a framework.

9/22/2021 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 51

Part II: Engagement and Management
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Chronic Absenteeism and Ecosystem

Organizational Effectiveness and 
Chronic Absenteeism

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10824669.2018.1434656
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Bullying Prevention as an Example

To impact bullying behavior, the entire 
school organization—students, 
teachers, staff, administrators, 
parents, and the community—must be 
committed to the anti-bullying 
mission. Further, the school 
organization must be committed to 
changing the existing organizational 
culture of a school in order to achieve 
the anti-bullying mission.

Ecological Theory: Preventing Bullying

Theoretical Explanation for Bullying

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/00405841.2014.947216
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10560-015-0432-2
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P3 is Systems Work – We Must Change Our Approach

11/3/2022

Ecological Systems Model Santa Clara University’s Application of Ecological Model

https://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?cc=mjcsloa;c=mjcsl;c=mjcsloa;idno=3239521.0024.102;g=mjcslg;rgn=main;view=text;xc=1
https://www.scu.edu/oml/about-us/theoretical-framework/
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Embedding Data in Practice

• Use the ecosystem to help organize our data explorations.

• Rely on mapping and other strategies to continually increase your 
understanding of data systems.

o This helps you be more intentional about data (efficiency, enhancements, utility, etc.).

• Use these strategies not only for organizing and managing your data, but 
also for data use.

Key Points from Part II



Embedding Data in Practice
1. Making your data speak, conveying information.

• Achieving clarity throughout (goals, approach, strategies, tools, 
reporting, etc.)

2. Ethical responsibilities and preserving data.

3. Equity

9/22/2021 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 56

Part III: Communication, Ethical Use, Preservation
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Be Clear about Your Approach – Communicate to Audience

Six Core Principles

https://www.carnegiefoundation.org/our-ideas/six-core-principles-improvement/
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Building a Library of Tools, Strategies, and Resources

How would you
approach ECFE 
program evaluation?



Communicate Goals and Processes

15 Essential Elements For High Quality PreK Systems

11/3/2022 59

Enabling 
Environment

Rigorous, Articulated Early Learning Policies Strong Program Practices

Political 
W

ill 

Strong Leaders 

BA + com
p 

Class size 

Tw
o 

Adults 

Hours/ 
Dosage 

EL 
Standards 

Effective 
Curriculum

 

Special Ed 

DLL support 

High Q
uality 

Teaching 

Professional 
Developm

ent 

Child Assessm
ents 

Data Driven 

Integrated System
 

Implementing High-Quality Pre-K

“We are enhancing School Readiness program quality by using the 15 Essential Elements as a guide.”

https://docs.gatesfoundation.org/documents/lessons%20from%20research%20and%20the%20classroom_september%202014.pdf
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See the System - Visualizing Data in the Classroom

Ms. Bullen’s Data-Rich Year

https://dataqualitycampaign.org/resource/infographic-ms-bullens-data-rich-year/
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Reporting Your Data – Local Use



Embedding Data in Practice
1. Making your data speak, conveying information.

• Achieving clarity throughout (goals, approach, strategies, tools, 
reporting, etc.)

2. Ethical responsibilities and preserving data.

3. Equity

9/22/2021 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 62

Part III: Communication, Ethical Use, Preservation
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What sensitive or private data do you possess?

• Student/participant data 

• Financial data (parent)

• Family data

• Data retention policies

• Information development reason also

Storing and Preserving Data



Embedding Data in Practice
1. Making your data speak, conveying information.

• Achieving clarity throughout (goals, approach, strategies, tools, 
reporting, etc.)

2. Ethical responsibilities and preserving data.

3. Equity

9/22/2021 Minnesota Department of Education | education.mn.gov 64

Part III: Communication, Ethical Use, Preservation
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Strategies for Centering Equity

Centering Equity

Five Strategies for Centering Equity

1. Ground the work in data and context, and target 
solutions.

2. Focus on systems change, in addition to 
programs and services.

3. Shift power within the collaborative.

4. Listen to and act with community.

5. Build equity leadership and accountability.

https://ssir.org/articles/entry/centering_equity_in_collective_impact
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Establishing an Equity Lens

Equity Systems Indicators Leaps for Equitable Learning

https://www.strivetogether.org/insights/a-new-framework-to-measure-the-impact-of-systems/
https://www.transcendeducation.org/leaps-for-equitable-21st-century-learning
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• What are you looking forward to learning today?

• What questions did you bring to today’s presentation?

• Do you have a project you’re currently working on where you would like to 
brainstorm with others?

• Are you facing a challenge in the district where you think you might be able to 
use data to help turn the tide?

• Were you aware of the Regional Information Management Consultants before 
today? If so – how did you hear about them?

Discussion Our questions for you….



Thank you!
Mike Brown

mike.p.brown@state.mn.us

Avisia Whiteman
Avisia.Whiteman@state.mn.us
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